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Share this article Fans are being urged to
have a look at the ‘Worst Woman in the
World’ page of the website, which
features 1000 women whose behaviour
has been deemed so outrageous that
they deserve to have an online listing. A
section of the site includes a slide show of
infamous incidents of some of the women
and their alleged actions, while the ‘Troll
Wife’ category is dedicated to the wives
who are photographed behaving in a
similar manner to their husbands. The
page can be found on the ‘Worst Woman
in the World’ page of the website, which
hosts a gallery of the most controversial
pictures Jealousy: Sophie Bestbrook was
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furious when boyfriend Karlie PearceStevenson posted a photo of him with his
new girlfriend on Twitter without checking
with her first The ‘Troll Wife’ section of
the website is dedicated to the wives who
are photographed behaving in a similar
manner to their husbands Feminist group
Women Against Rape have called for the
page to be shut down because it
breaches the Equality Act 2010 and calls
for gender inequality to be ‘inaccurate,
misleading or culturally biased’. A
spokeswoman told MailOnline: ‘The
Equality Act 2010 is clear that the gender
equality of men and women should be
accurate, and not misleading or culturally
biased. ‘The purpose of this website is to
mock the many women of our time who
have overstepped the mark, and are in
their own way perpetuating this kind of
gender inequality.’ Furious: Sophie
Bestbrook (pictured) posted a photo of
Karlie Pearce-Stevenson on Twitter
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without first checking with her and
sparked a backlash Speaking out: Karen
Jowitt accused Sophie Bestbrook of being
"another Karlie Pearce-Stevenson" in an
interview with The Sun PABLO JIMENEZ
Sophie Bestbrook, 29, accused Pablo
Jimenez of being ‘sexually suggestive’ in
a Facebook post. The dad-of-one replied
to the post, writing: ‘Dahling we are in the
21st century, and I am not old enough to
be creepy. I don’t know why you would
assume that.’ 6d1f23a050
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